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Background: Evidence on the association between social support and leisure time physical activity (LTPA) is scarce and mostly
based on cross-sectional data with different types of social support collapsed into a single index. The aim of this study was
to investigate whether social support from the closest person was associated with LTPA. Methods: Prospective cohort study
of 5395 adults (mean age 55.7 years, 3864 men) participating in the British Whitehall II study. Confiding/emotional support
and practical support were assessed at baseline in 1997–99 using the Close Persons Questionnaire. LTPA was assessed at baseline
and follow-up in (2002–04). Baseline covariates included socio-demographics, self-rated health, long-standing illnesses, physical
functioning and common mental disorders. Results: Among participants who reported recommended levels of LTPA at baseline,
those who experienced high confiding/emotional support were more likely to report recommended levels of LTPA at follow-up
[odds ratio (OR): 1.39, 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.12–1.70 in a model adjusted for baseline covariates]. Among those participants who did not meet the recommended target of LTPA at baseline, high confiding/emotional support was not associated
with improvement in activity levels. High practical support was associated with both maintaining (OR: 1.34, 95% CI: 1.10–1.63)
and improving (OR: 1.25, 95% CI: 1.02–1.53) LTPA levels. Conclusion: These findings suggest that emotional and practical
support from the closest person may help the individual to maintain the recommended level of LTPA. Practical support also
predicted a change towards a more active lifestyle.

......................................................................................................................

Introduction
egular physical activity can have a beneficial effect on up to
1
Physically active adults have
20–30% reduced risk of premature death and up to 50% reduced
risk of developing major chronic diseases.1 The current recommendation is that adults should take part in physical activities of at
least moderate intensity for at least 30 min on most days (at least
5 days a week).2
Social support, a potential correlate of leisure time physical activity (LTPA), can broadly be defined as resources provided by
other persons.3 It is a multidimensional concept; emotional support provides love and caring, whereas practical support provides
tangible assistance with a task or goal.3 Lack of social support has
repeatedly been associated with higher morbidity and mortality.4,5
It is possible that part of this relationship is attributable to the
association between social support and LTPA, mental health being
a plausible intermediary factor. For example, social ties and integration in social networks play a role in the maintenance of psychological well-being, which in turn might motivate self-care in
individuals, including regular physical exercise.6 High levels of
social support are also assumed to increase self-esteem, self-efficacy
and perceptions of control over the environment,7 all of which can

R 20 chronic diseases or disorders.

potentially help an individual to adopt a proactive lifestyle and to
resist unhealthy behaviours, such as sedentariness. Furthermore,
indirect evidence is consistent with a causal chain linking low
social support to an increased risk of psychiatric morbidity8,9
and psychiatric morbidity to lower physical activity.10 On the
other hand, it can also be argued that people with fewer social
ties have more time to exercise.
Empirical evidence on the association between social support
and physical activity is scarce. In the Health Survey for England,
lack of social support was associated with lower levels of physical
activity.11 Higher social support measured as a single index of emotional, financial and practical support was associated with a higher
likelihood of meeting physical activity guidelines in working-class
multi-ethnic adults.12 In another study, there was a relationship
between higher practical and emotional social support and higher
physical activity.13 In addition, meeting often with family members
predicted becoming physically active in initially sedentary participants.14 In the study by Kanu et al.,15 an association was found
between church-based practical support and performing some
amount of physical activity, but not with meeting physical activity
guidelines. There are also a number of studies that have shown that
physical activity-related social support is associated with higher
levels of physical activity.16–18
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Social support and physical activity have been operationalized
in different ways in different studies and some of the studies have
not differentiated between emotional and practical support. In
addition, the analyses have seldom examined social support from
the closest person specifically nor ruled out the possibility
of reverse causation, as the data are mostly cross-sectional (apart
from Zimmermann et al.14). Thus, the purpose of this study was to
determine whether confiding/emotional support and practical
support from the closest person predicted maintaining or
improving LTPA levels using a prospective study design.

Methods
Study sample and design

Social support
Social support was measured at Phase 5. From the Close Persons
Questionnaire,20 we derived two types of social support from the
person nominated as the closest by the respondent. Confiding/
emotional support in the past 12 months was assessed with a
seven-item scale measuring wanting to confide, confiding, sharing
interests, boosting self-esteem and reciprocity relative to the first close
relationship ( = 0.85). Practical support in the past 12 months was
assessed with a three-item scale that measures major and minor
practical help or support received from the closest person
( = 0.82).20 Each item was evaluated on a Likert- scale from
1 to 4. The Likert-scaled responses for the items of each social
support scale were summed. The final scores were then grouped
into tertiles representing different levels of confiding/emotional
support and practical support, respectively. The reliability and
validity of the Close Persons Questionnaire was examined in
detail by Stansfeld and Marmot.20 A re-test reliability study of
4-week intervals showed high agreement for confiding/emotional
support (r = 0.88) and moderately high agreement for practical
support (r = 0.71).

LTPA
At Phases 5 and 7, physical activity was measured by asking the
respondents the ‘number of occasions’ they had undertaken a
range of different activities during the previous four weeks, and
the ‘total hours spent’ on each of these activities. The activities
were presented under four main headings and specific examples
were given for each category. In addition, a final category of ‘other
activities’ allowed respondents to provide information on physical
activities not included in the main headings. A metabolic equivalent
was allocated to each physical activity using the values developed
by Ainsworth et al.21 For each respondent the total number of
hours spent on moderate or vigorous activities was calculated.
This was used to identify individuals whose levels of moderate
and/or vigorous physical activity approximately met or exceeded

Covariates
Besides sex and ethnicity, which were measured at Phase 1, all covariates were assessed at Phase 5. Socio-demographic covariates
included age, sex, ethnicity (white vs. non-white) and employment
grade, a measure of socio-economic position strongly correlated
with income (Pearson r = 0.90, P < 0.0001) and Registrar’s General
social class (r = 0.73, P < 0.0001) and moderately correlated with
education (r = 0.43, P < 0.0001).23 As in earlier studies in this
cohort, employment grade was grouped into high (administrators,
the top seven unified grades), middle (executives, professionals and
technical staff) and low (clerical and office support staff).19
Self-rated health status was assessed with the question ‘In
general, would you say your health is very good, good, fair,
poor, or very poor?’.24 Long-standing illnesses were measured by
asking the person if they had a long-standing illness at the time of
the survey (yes vs. no).25 The short-form 36 health survey (SF-36)
physical component score (PCS) was used as a measure of physical
function. The SF-36 is a 36-item questionnaire that measures functioning on eight scales and is one of the most widely used measures
of quality of life.26 The PCS is standardized to the general population (mean score 50; standard deviation 10), with high scores representing higher levels of functioning. Common mental disorder
was defined as the General Health Questionnaire ‘caseness’, as
previously detailed.27

Statistical analyses
Logistic regression models were used to analyse the relationships of
confiding/emotional support and practical support with achieving
recommended levels of LTPA. Because the longitudinal analyses
addressed in maintaining recommended levels of LTPA and improving LTPA (from insufficient to sufficient), they were conducted separately for those who reported recommended amount
of LTPA at Phase 5 and for those who reported lower than recommended levels of LTPA at Phase 5. Statistical models were first
adjusted for sex, age, ethnicity and employment grade; then additionally for self-rated health, long-standing illness and physical
functioning. The final models included further adjustment for
common mental disorders to investigate their role as a possible
mediator.28 The factors selected in the models have been associated
with physical activity in previous studies.29–33 We conducted the
analyses in the combined sample of men and women since the sex
interactions were not significant (all P > 0.05 in the final longitudinal models). Analyses were performed using the SAS 9.2 software
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
The non-respondents at Phase 7 differed on the level of practical
social support and physical activity from those who participated at
Phase 5 and were thus included in the analytic sample for this
study. At Phase 5 they were more likely to experience low practical
support (35.2% in excluded participants vs. 34.2% in the included
sample; P = 0.039) and less likely to report taking the recommended amounts of LTPA (42.8% vs. 55.9%; P < 0.0001). The
participants lost to follow-up were also more likely to be women
and from lower employment grades.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants by the levels
of social support at Phase 5. High confiding/emotional support
and practical support were more often experienced by participants
in the highest employment grade, those with good self-rated health
and those without any common mental disorder. In addition,
high practical support was more frequently reported by men,
those with a long-standing illness, and those with poorer
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The data were derived from the Whitehall II Study of which target
population was all office staff aged 35–55 years based in London,
UK, in 20 civil service departments. With a participation rate of
73%, the baseline cohort (1985–88) consisted of 10 308 civil
servants aged 35–55 years. Further details about the cohort can
be found elsewhere.19 The present study uses data from Phases 5
(1997–99) and 7 (2002–04) of the study. Seventy-six percent of
eligible Phase 1 respondents responded at Phase 5 (n = 7870) and
the corresponding figure at Phase 7 was 68% (n = 6967).
The median length of the follow-up from Phases 5–7 was
5.4 years; 278 individuals died during this period. The analyses
for the present study were based on 5395 participants with no
missing data on any of the study variables.
Ethical approval for the Whitehall II study was obtained from
the University College London Medical School Committee on the
ethics of human research. Informed consent was obtained from the
study participants.

the 1996 recommendations of the UK Department of Health,
i.e.  2.5 h or more of moderate/vigorous physical activity per
week.22
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Table 1 Characteristics of participants by levels of social support at Phase 5 (1997–99), the Whitehall II Study, UK (n = 5395)a
Characteristic

Men
Age, mean (SD)
White
Highest employment grade
Middle employment grade
Lowest employment grade
Poor self-rated health
Long-standing illness
Common mental disorder
SF-36 physical functioning,
mean (SD)

n (%)

3864
55.7
5070
2452
2392
551
615
2666
1144
51.1

(71.6)
(6.0)
(94.0)
(45.5)
(44.3)
(10.2)
(11.4)
(49.2)
(21.2)
(7.9)

Confiding/emotional support (%)
Lowest
tertile
(n = 1806)

Middle
tertile
(n = 1885)

Highest
tertile
(n = 1704)

72.8
55.7
93.9
42.8
46.7
10.5
14.7
49.5
23.5
50.8

71.0
55.6
94.1
45.2
43.9
10.9
9.9
48.5
21.4
51.3

71.0
56.0
94.0
48.6
42.3
9.1
9.6
50.3
18.5
51.3

Practical support (%)
P-valueb

0.35
0.10
0.96
0.008

<0.001
0.57
0.001
0.07

Lowest
tertile
(n = 1845)

Middle
tertile
(n = 1647)

Highest
tertile
(n = 1903)

P-valueb

65.0
55.9
93.2
38.3
50.1
11.7
12.6
47.2
23.9
51.5

76.1
55.8
94.5
47.8
42.7
9.5
8.7
48.2
18.2
51.8

74.2
55.5
94.2
50.3
40.2
9.5
12.6
52.6
21.1
50.3

<0.001
0.14
0.23
<0.001

<0.001
0.002
<0.001
<0.001

a: Only participants with no missing data on social support variables at Phase 5, LTPA at Phases 5 and 7 and any of the other study
variables were included.
b: P-values from 2-tests apart from age and physical functioning, which P are from ANOVA models.

Discussion
The multiple health benefits of regular physical activity are widely
recognized,34 but little is known about its social determinants. Our
longitudinal analyses demonstrate for the first time that high
confiding/emotional and practical support from the closest person
may slightly increase the likelihood of maintaining recommended
levels of LTPA. High practical support was also associated with an
increase in LTPA levels among those participants who did not
initially meet the recommended LTPA levels. In contrast, we
found little evidence to suggest that high confiding/emotional
support would contribute to increases in LTPA levels among
initially less active men and women.
The association between social support and LTPA is consistent
with earlier cross-sectional studies, 11–15 which have similarly
shown small or modest effect sizes.
The mechanisms explaining these associations remain unclear. A
positive role identity and feelings of being useful provided by
nurturing close social relationships can lead to greater motivation
to take care of oneself and maintain a physically active lifestyle.
High social support may also indicate positive involvement and
active influence of a close person, which can encourage the individual to maintain health-promoting behaviours, such as regular
exercise.35 In addition, it is possible that higher social support is
associated with better access to resources and may help to buffer
the impact of daily stressors and life events and thereby reduce the
likelihood of unhealthy coping behaviours such as discontinuing
LTPA.36
We examined poor mental health (common mental disorders)
as a potential mediator in the association between social support
and LTPA by conducting multivariable adjustments. There was
very little change in the associations after adjustment for
common mental disorders, suggesting that the link between high
social support and maintaining recommended levels of LTPA is
not mediated through this pathway. Further research is needed to
explore other potential pathways, including those related to
self-esteem, self-efficacy and access to resources. There is some
previous evidence to link self-esteem and self-efficacy with both
physical activity (or change in physical activity)18,37,38 and social
support.39

Methodological considerations
Our study is based on a large well-characterized cohort of British
employees and a prospective study design with a median follow-up
of 5.4 years. Further strengths of this study include repeat assessments of LTPA and simultaneous inclusion of a number of
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physical functioning. After adjustment for all covariates, low
confiding/emotional support [odds ratio (OR) = 1.27, 95%
confidence interval (CI): 1.07–1.51] and low practical support
(OR = 1.21, 95% CI: 1.03–1.42) were cross-sectionally associated
with a higher likelihood of common mental disorder at Phase 5
(data not shown). Furthermore, in a model including all
covariates, confiding/emotional support, practical support and
not having a common mental disorder were cross-sectionally
associated with a higher likelihood of meeting the recommended
levels of LTPA at Phase 5 (OR = 1.21, 95% CI: 1.05–1.39) (data not
shown).
Table 2 presents the cross-sectional relationship between social
support and recommended amount of LTPA at Phase 5. After
adjustment for sex, age, ethnicity and employment grade, intermediate and high confiding/emotional support and intermediate
practical support were associated with a higher likelihood of
achieving the recommended levels of LTPA. These associations
were slightly attenuated after further adjustment for self-rated
health, long-standing illness, physical functioning and common
mental disorders.
Table 3 summarizes the results from the logistic regression
analyses on the associations between social support at Phase 5
and recommended levels of LTPA at Phase 7 in analysis stratified
by LTPA levels at Phase 5. Among the participants who reported
recommended levels of LTPA at Phase 5, those who experienced
high confiding/emotional support were more likely to maintain
sufficient LTPA level at Phase 7 (OR = 1.42, 95% CI: 1.16–1.73),
compared with those with low confiding/emotional support,
in a model adjusted for sex, age, ethnicity and employment
grade. This relationship remained significant after further
adjustment for self-rated health, long-standing illness, physical
functioning and common mental disorders. High confiding/
emotional support was not associated with improvement in
LTPA levels (from insufficient to sufficient) among the participants who reported lower than recommended levels of LTPA at
Phase 5.
Table 3 also shows that, after adjustment for all covariates,
including common mental disorders, high practical support was
associated both with maintaining (OR = 1.34, 95% CI: 1.10–1.63)
and improving (OR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.02–1.53) LTPA levels.
Having a common mental disorder was not associated with maintaining (OR = 1.10, 95% CI: 0.89–1.36) or improving (OR = 0.89,
95% CI: 0.73–1.09 in a model including all covariates) LTPA (data
not shown). Thus, there was no evidence that common mental
disorders mediated the associations between social support and
LTPA.
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Table 2 Cross-sectional association at Phase 5 (1997–99) between confiding/emotional and practical support and
taking the recommended amount of LTPA, the Whitehall II Study, UK (n = 5395)
Social support

Confiding/emotional support
Lowest tertile
Intermediate tertile
Highest tertile
Practical support
Lowest tertile
Intermediate tertile
Highest tertile

Prevalence of
taking recommended
amount of LTPA (%)

OR (95% CI)
Model 1a

Model 2b

Model 3c

964 (53.5)
1077 (57.1)
972 (57.0)

1.00
1.20 (1.05–1.37)
1.15 (1.00–1.32)

1.00
1.16 (1.01–1.33)
1.12 (0.97–1.28)

1.00
1.16 (1.01–1.33)
1.11 (0.96–1.27)

986 (53.4)
972 (59.0)
1055 (55.4)

1.00
1.16 (1.01–1.33)
1.01 (0.89–1.16)

1.00
1.14 (1.00–1.32)
1.05 (0.92–1.21)

1.00
1.14 (0.99–1.31)
1.04 (0.91–1.19)

a: Model 1: adjusted for sex, age, ethnicity, and employment grade.
b: Model 2: Model 1 + adjusted for self-rated health, long-standing illness and physical functioning.
c: Model 3: Model 2 + adjusted for common mental disorders.

Social support

Prevalence of taking
recommended amount
of LTPA at Phase 7 (%)

OR (95% CI)
Model 1a

Participants taking recommended amount of LTPA at Phase 5 (n = 3013)
Confiding/emotional support
Lowest tertile
651 (67.5)
1.00
Intermediate tertile
773 (71.8)
1.24 (1.02–1.50)
Highest tertile
731 (75.2)
1.42 (1.16–1.73)
Practical support
Lowest tertile
662 (67.1)
1.00
Intermediate tertile
731 (75.2)
1.28 (1.10–1.52)
Highest tertile
780 (73.9)
1.33 (1.06–1.56)
Participants taking less than recommended amount of LTPA at Phase 5 (n = 2382)
Confiding/emotional support
Lowest tertile
290 (34.4)
1.00
Intermediate tertile
306 (37.9)
1.18 (0.97–1.45)
Highest tertile
272 (37.2)
1.14 (0.92–1.40)
Practical support
Lowest tertile
296 (34.5)
1.00
Intermediate tertile
245 (36.3)
1.06 (0.86–1.31)
Highest tertile
327 (38.6)
1.17 (0.96–1.44)

Model 2b

Model 3c

1.00
1.22 (1.01–1.48)
1.39 (1.14–1.71)

1.00
1.22 (1.01–1.48)
1.39 (1.12–1.70)

1.00
1.28 (1.05–1.56)
1.34 (1.10–1.64)

1.00
1.27 (1.04–1.55)
1.34 (1.10–1.63)

1.00
1.16 (0.90–1.38)
1.12 (0.95–1.43)

1.00
1.17 (0.95–1.43)
1.13 (0.91–1.40)

1.00
1.05 (0.85–1.31)
1.24 (1.01–1.52)

1.00
1.06 (0.85–1.31)
1.25 (1.02–1.53)

a: Model 1: adjusted for sex, age, ethnicity and employment grade.
b: Model 2: Model 1 + adjusted for self-rated health, long-standing illness and physical functioning.
c: Model 3: Model 2 + adjusted for common mental disorders.

covariates. In particular, we adjusted for self-reported health,
long-standing illness and physical functioning. Being ill in the
first place can affect physical activity and also the quality of the
closest relationship.40 Furthermore, health-related factors may potentially influence reporting of social support or limit the availability of social support data by a process of selection subsequent
to ill health.7 Adjustments for baseline health strengthens our
results by eliminating important confounding factors but it
could be argued that these analyses represent an over
adjustment. In this case, we may have underestimated the
strength of the association between social support and recommended levels of LTPA.
Our study is subject to a number of limitations. First, LTPA was
measured by self-reports that may cause recall and response bias.
People tend to over-report the frequency and time spent in
LTPA.41 Observation and biomechanical measurements might be
more accurate in measuring physical activity. Secondly, although
the relationships of interest were adjusted for a range of variables,
there are other possible confounders and mediators not included
in this study such as neighbourhood-level characteristics, selfesteem and access to resources. Finally, the Whitehall II study is

based on white-collar employees, and hence the results may not
apply to blue-collar workers or those not in the work force.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that high levels of confiding/emotional and
practical support might help individuals to keep physically active.
High practical support also contributed to a favourable change in
physical activity. These findings can be important in the design and
implementation of health promotion interventions aiming at promoting LTPA. They are also significant in increasing our scientific
understanding of one mechanism through which high-quality,
supportive social relationships can improve population health.
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